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Abstract: Effective utilization of daylight sky windows is used specifically for industrial shades. This utilization could prove to be beneficial in power saving. The main aim of the paper is to study energy saving for a closed room using an array of artiticial light sources and sky roof widows for illumination. In order to maintain uniform intensity throughout the year in the room, a number of sky roof windows can be placed at different positivns depending on the Sun path. This paper reports the energy saved while augmenting the existing electrical lighting system with sky roof windows. For the daylight simulation, the software used is DIALux Evo 10. The roof skylight windows can reduce the electrical energy consumption by effectively using the concept of day lighting without causing much discomfort to the occupants. An array of four 2x2 LED lamps placed at the four corners of the room can be selectively lit to maintain the required light intensity of around 300 lux to save energy by integrating daylight with electrical liglhting using LED lamps. 
Index Terms: Illuminance, Light Intensity Roof skylight windows, Uniformity, Energy saving 

LED is the most commonly used light source for energy saving as compared to CFL and tungsten lamps whose efficacy is comparatively less. The electricity consumption is a major cause of concern in homes and offices especially the electrical lighting during the day time. If we can harness the daylight during day time and make it pass through deep core regions of a building then we can minimize the usage of artificial lights thus reducing electricity consumption and saving energy. In most cases, roof skylight windows and anidolic day lighting systems are used for lighting the interior part ofa room [1]. But care must be taken to reduce the effects of glare and temperature which make people uncomfortable. Day lighting depends on the weather conditions on a particular day. Daylight is a combination of sunlight and sky light and is an important factor which determines the illuminance at a particular place and time (2]. The psychological benefits of using natural lighting at homes and work places on human behavior has been proved to be very advantageous [3]. Hansen et al. studied the integration of daylight with electrical lighting and its effect on human behavior and found that the hybrid dynamic lighting arrangement helped to increase the productivity of the work by providing a comfortable and healthy environment [4]. All day lighting strategies make use of the luminance distribution from the sun, sky, buildings, and ground. Daylight strategies depend on the availability of natural light, which is determined by the latitude of the building site and the conditions immediately surrounding the building, e.g., the presence of obstructions. Day lighting strategies are also affected by climate; thus, the identification of seasonal, prevailing climate conditions, particularly ambient temperatures and sunshine probability, is a basic step in daylight design as concluded by Aschehoug, 2000, p. 31 [5]. 

Karam M. AI-Obaidi et. al. evaluated natural light and thermal heat as variables of the roof skylight system on the basis of 1) External Environmental Conditions (EEC) 2) Skylight Roofing System (SRS) 3) Indoor Environmental Condition (IEC) [6]. In order to light the interior of a single-storeyed building there is a limitation to the ratio of the size and number of skylights to the height of the room. The thumb rule states that one skylight can light an area three times the height of the ceiling [71. The number of roof windows and size are important for maintaining the elegance, cost and performance of the building. Remon Lipsa et al studied the skylight-roof ratio in a warehouse and found that in tropical conditions if the ratio of the area of the skylights is between 2.5 to 5% then it provides sufficient lighting up to 50% during daytime and the degree hour thermal disconfort is also reasonable [8]. Larger aperture areas provide more lighting but causes discomfort in terms of heating and cooling. The optimum design for roof windows was observed to be 15% of the aperture to floor ratio or AFR in the north and south direction [91. Studies on the ceiling depth showed that it is an important simulation parameter which affects the energy performance of a skylight. The skylight to-roof ratio and the ceiling depth has bcen optimized depending on the climatic conditions of a region [10]. Ghany & Salama observed that the increase in window to wall ratio (WWR), window area and window height can help in reducing the lighting energy consumption. Sloped ceilings can direct more light into the room [11]. Ignacio Acosts et al studied software simulations on four 
different skylight reflectors-rectangular, slanted, curved, and sawtooth on two opposite vertical openings. They concluded that the highest average daylight is obtained when the height to the width ratio was close to l:1 for overcast sky conditions regardless of the reflector shape and the room ratio [12]). Mangkuto et al compared virtual natural lighting with real window under similar sky conditions and found that real window gives a higher average illuminance under clear skies whereas hypothetical real windows give better light distribution under overcast and partly clouded skies [13]. 

The skylight coverage is optimised between 9 and 18% [14). Theodora Mavridou developed an algorithm based on arget illuminance between 300 to 500 lx, uniformity (<0.4 minimum td averagejAlhumiFance) and number of roof opening in a given 
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space and found that the distance between two roof opcnings can bc in the range of 10nm to 13m [15]. Karen Kensek and Jae Yong Suk studied computer-based day lighting simulations for overcast and clear skies and found that for checking the correct horizontal/direct normal illuminance level on a specific area are required for day lighting simulation calculations [16]). Roof windows having a glazing area between 13% and 17% of the floor arca may be uscd for encrgy efficiency [17]. Deflcctors are uscd in skylight to reduce the disturbing dircct sunlight during certain times in a ycar to redistribute light [18]. 

II. EXPERINMENTAL SECTION 

Discomfort glare can be avoided by the proper design of the roof skylight window and its position with respect to the Sun path. Yawale et al found that discomfort is produccd when the direct ray from the source in vertical plane enters in the eye at an angle greater than 76° [191. Bangali 2015 found that ficld arrangements of luminaries give minimum glare [20]. Most of the studies using hybrid lighting systcms mention about uninterrupted lighting with both daylight and electric light. The main scope of this paper is to: (a) Study the effect of a roof skylight window during different times in a day for clear and overcast sky (b) Augment sky roof windows with an array of LED lamps to maintain constant illuminance of 300 lux throughout the day by selectively switching OFF the lamps which is not required at that instant. (c) Determine the energy saved by this combination in a day from 6 AM to 7 PM for both overcast and clear sky conditions. 

a) 

The main aim of the experimcnt is to compare the energy saved by using roof windows and LED arrays on lighting a room naturally in the range comfortable for human interaction. It is a known fact that the natural lighting of a room depends on various factors like the geographical location of the building, position of the sun in the sky during various times building. The cffect of skylight on the room illuminance was studicd for a room having dimensions 10mx1Omx4.5m using the 
a day and the openings in the 

software DIALUx Evo l0 for overcast and clear sky from 6 am to 7 pn [21]. The reflection factors include ceiling 70%, walls 50%, floor 20%. The light loss factor is fixed at 0.80. The location taken is Mumbai having a latitude and longitude of 19.0760° N, 72.8777° E. The window constellation used is one roof window of l.5imx1.5m at the room centre and four roof windows of0.5x0.5m placed at the centre of each side. The schematic diagram for a single skyroof window having dimensions 1.5m x 1.5m and four satellite windows having dimensions 0.5m x 0.5m is shown in figure 1. 

Morning 8 4M 

a) 
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b) Noon 12 PM 

Fig. (1) : Schematic diagram of skylight roof windows from morning to noon to evening 

Morning 8 AM 

An illuminance of 300 lux is maintained in a 1Om x10m room with a height of 4.5m illuminated using an array of four 2x2 SMD LED lamps PLSI203040 of 38.8W from 6 AM to 7 PM. The schematic diagram is shown in figure 2. 

c)Evening 4 PM 

The skylight roof windows and the array of LED lamps are integrated together as shown in figure 3. 

Fig. (2) : Schematic diagram of room lighting using LED lamps 

b) Noon 12 PM 
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Fig. (3) : Schematic diagram of room lighting using LED |amps and skylight robfìndows. 
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The illumination is performed in a controlled manner by switching ON and OFF the lamps from morning 6 AM to 7 PM on 5l May 
2021 to maintain required illuminance. The readings are taken for both overcast and clear sky for calculating the energy saved in 
the process. 

IIL. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The roof skylight window with dimensions 1.5mx I.5m at centre and 0.5mx0.5m at the four centre corners are simulated using 
DIALux Evo10.1 from morning 6 am to evening 7 pm as shown in figure 4(a) for clear sky and in figure 4(b) for overcast sky. 
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Fig. (4) : Ilumination pattern during morning, noon and evening for (a) Clear Sky (b)Overcast Sky 

Similarly simulation is performed using LED lamps, Since the simulation is performed in a closed room the illumination remains 
constant throughout the day as shown in figure 5. 

Fig. (5) : Illumination pattern using four 2X2 arrays of LED lamps. 

The skylight roof window integrated with an array of four 2x2 LED lamps can provide illuminance of around 300 Iux while saving 

energy for both overcast and clear sky conditions. The illumination pattern obtained after simulation is shown in figure 6. 
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Fig. (6) : Room illuminance pattern after integrating roof skylight windowvs with LED lamps for Clear Sky (b) Overcast Sky 
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The graph of average illuminance is shown in figure 7 for clear sky and an overcast sky. It can be seen from both the graphs that illuminance increases gradually reaches peak at noon and then reduces. 

skyith Skyroct wrdows 

Fig. (7) : Graph of average illuminance with respect to time for (a)Clear Sky (b) Overcast sky with Skyroof Windows. 
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Fig. (8) : Graph of average illuminance with respect to time for (a) Clear Sky (b) Overcast sky with Skyroof Windows and 
LED lamps. 

The energy saving is obtained by switching OFF the LED lamps in a systematic manner to obtain a constant illuminance of around 
300 lux. For this an array of light detectors is required which can turn ON and OFF an array of switches in a systematic manner 
depending on the light intensity in the room throughout the day. For this smart lighting can.beused with solid state lighting and IP 
enabled lights. Smart lighting allows lighting to be dynamically controlled and adaptiye (to, arnbient tonditions. Wireless enabled 
and internet connected lights can be controlled remotely using loT architecture as showgipthe block diagram in figure 9. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

LIGHT SENSOR 

Fig. (9): Block diagram of Smart Lighting to augment Skyroof windows 
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It is observed that if 16 LED lamps of 38.8 Watts were to remain ON from6 AM to 7 PM then the total energy consumed will be 
8.07 KWatt-hour. But if the LED lamps are switched off by detecting the light intensity greater than or cqual to300 1ux then 
5.7KWatt-hour energy is saved per day under clear sky condition and 2.6KWatt-hour cnergy can bc saved per day even for an 
overcast sky condition as shown in table 1. 
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To maintain illuminance between 300 to 500 lux and uniformity, the roof skylight windows can be configured as a constellation of 
a single higher dimension roof window at the centre surrounded by four smaller windows. There should be a hybrid lighting system 
which should switch on artificial lighting whenever the light intensity falls less than 300 lux and switch off when the light intensity 
goes above 300 lux. In order to maintain illuminance around 300 lux, a hybrid illumination system using roof windows and an array 
of LED lamps is seemed to be effectively used thereby saving sufficient energy. 
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